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ABSTRACT
To develop stable polymer films which had high orientational ordering of carbon nanotube for
polarization-dependent light modulator, we present a new concept for electric-field induced align-
ment of mesogenic carbon nanotubes (m-CNTs) in reactive mesogen host (RMS) fixed by ultraviolet
(UV) polymerization. Covalent modification of m-CNTs was performed using structure-tailored meso-
genic units [4-(6-hydroxyhexanolxy)-4’-carbonitrile, PCNOH] in esterification reaction based on
100–500 nm long CNTs shortened by acid oxidation cutting, confirmed through 1H NMR, FT-IR,
Raman and XPS spectroscopy. Dynamic orientation of m-CNTs in soft m-CNT/RMS composite without
aggregates was observed on a large scale by polarized optical microscopy, in which m-CNTs aligns
along the electric field direction. It was reasonable themesogenic segments introduced ontom-CNTs
weakened van der walls interactions between the nanotubes by increasing steric repulsion, and then
effectively improved the favourable affinity of m-CNTs with RMS molecules. Direct UV-induced
polymerization of RMS molecules stabilized the orientational ordering of m-CNTs confirmed by
Raman spectroscopy, and the obtained film also exhibited anisotropic light absorption depending
on the polarization direction of an incident light. The facile methodology described in this study to
generate oriented films of m-CNTs-in-RMS broadened the scope of potential applications of mod-
ulator devices and versatile functional composites with anisotropic physical properties.

Graphical illustration of a conceived light modulator utilizing m-CNT/RM.
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1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are micrometre-sized
cylindrical tubes of nanometric diameter consisting of

a single or few layers of graphene sheets. Uniformly
aligned CNTs exhibit extremely strong optical aniso-
tropy along with both the parallel and perpendicular
directions of the tube axis due to their peculiar
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geometric shape [1–4]. Uniform orientation is neces-
sary for many newly proposed CNT materials and
devices. Hence, techniques of organizing CNTs in
a uniform manner are required to generate these inno-
vative properties on a macroscopic scale. However,
CNTs tend to form aggregates due to substantial van
der Waals attractive interaction that prevents uniform
alignment of the nanostructures [5,6].

Recently, various strategies of aligning CNTs have
been reported [6–16], in which the CNTs are first
dispersed with the help of various dispersants and
then sequentially align them utilizing a single method,
such as those based on electromagnetic fields, shear
flowing, mechanical stretching, and liquid crystal (LC)
phases. Shortcomings and limitations do remain till
date regarding the development of a single unique
method of orienting CNTs. Practical application of
CNTs is hindered by low doping content in appropri-
ate solvent, uncontrollable aligning direction, and
undesirable aligning mode. Therefore, methods of con-
trolling CNT orientation in an efficient and compre-
hensive manner are keys for fabricating large-scale
functional film and electronic devices.

Extensive studies [17–19] have successfully demon-
strated electric field-induced orientation of single CNT
aggregates in thermotropic nematic LCs. This has attracted
widespread interest for use as a tunable polarizer device
since an incident visible light is selectively absorbed
depending on the polarization direction of the light propa-
gating either parallel or perpendicular to the longitudinal
direction of CNTs in LC host [18–20]. However, previous
studies have revealed competition between the applied field
and van der Waals interactions between CNTs within
aggregates is of vital importance for field-dependent align-
ment of CNT aggregates. In addition, most LCs are inso-
luble hosts for CNTs [9,20,21], causing bulk doping and
subsequent macro-orientation of CNTs to be very difficult.

In general, modifying the functionality of CNTs by
attaching various groups onto their sidewalls will weaken
van der Waals interactions between CNTs and promote
their dispersion into the LC host [22–24]. Previous studies
have demonstrated relatively easy electric field-induced
alignment of CNTs through functionalization of carboxylic
and other oxygen-containing functional groups named as
carboxylic CNTs (c-CNTs), in which the functional groups
attached to the graphene-like surface of c-CNTs reduced
interactions between CNTs through either electrostatic
repulsion if they were charged or steric repulsion by creat-
ing space between the tubes that reduces the tube-tube van
der Walls interactions [18,23,24]. In the present study, we
have considered introducing one long-chain mesogeon
segment onto shorted carboxylic CNTs to enhance disper-
sion and alignment. This method is expected to improve

the affinity of CNTs for the reactive mesogenon (RMS)
host due to the structural similarity of the CNTs with RMS
and reduce the van der Walls interactions between the
tubes due to increased steric repulsion from structural
discrepancies [18,22–24]. It is therefore imperative to
understand the effect of reducing the van der Waals inter-
actions between tubes based on the field-induced orienta-
tion of CNTs in RMS host. Briefly describing, CNTs
were first modified with carboxylic groups named as
c-CNTs and then chemically esterified with 4-cyano-4’-
hexaylbiphenol to obtain m-CNTs. These m-CNTs were
tailored by covalently attaching mesogenic units using
a flexible spacer linking onto the carboxylic CNTs. Larger
spacers were introduced between the tubes of the m-CNTs
compared to CNTs only treated with acid and thus it
increased compatibility with the RMS host through struc-
tural similarity. Therefore, we expect a significant improve-
ment in the dispersion of m-CNTs in the RMS host and
enhanced field-induced alignment of CNTs owing to
mesogenic CNTs.

In this paper, a convenient process of uni-directional
orientation of CNTs has been reported for fabrication of
polarizing films. Specifically, the electric field is utilized to
align long axes of m-CNTs in conjunction with orientation
of reactive liquid crystalline molecules. Next, the UV-
solidification method is used to retain the nanotube align-
ment through crosslinking of liquid crystalline monomers
under applied electric field. This technique thus provides
a method of preparing very large, thin films of embedding
aligned nanotubes on various suitable substrates by electric
field and UV irradiation processing. The electrical field-
induced macroscopic arrangement and orientation of
the m-CNTs are detected and verified using standard
characterizingmethods, including polarized optical micro-
scopy and Raman spectroscopy. The alignment of
the m-CNTs after UV irradiation in a field-off state and
their selective light absorptions are also discussed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) sample
was supplied by the Aladdin Co. Ltd. in powder
form with the CNTs having outer diameters and
lengths ranging from 3 to 6 nm and 0.5 to 2 μm,
respectively. Pyridine (analytical grade), 4′-hydroxy
-4-biphenylcarbonitrile (99%), 6-Chloro-1-hexanol
(98%), and N, N-dimethylaminopyridine (98%) were
obtained from Aladdin Co. Ltd. and used without
further treatment. A planar aligned anisotropic poly-
mer film of Reactive mesogens (RMS03-013C, Merck-
Japan) is realized after spin-coating at 3000 rpm for
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30 s, drying, and UV curing on suitable substrate
using literature reported methods [25].

2.2. Preparation of mesogenic moiety

A mixture of 4-hydroxy-4’-cyanobiphenyl (0.7810 g, 4
mmol), K2CO3 (1.6323 g, 11mmol), and 6-Chloro-1-hex-
anol (0.5621 g, 4 mmol) in 2-butanone (150 mL) was
refluxed for 72 h in an argon atmosphere. After evapora-
tion of the solvent under reduced pressure, the residue
was dissolved in chloroform (100 mL) and washed with
water (100 mL) several times. The organic layer was
concentrated in vacuo and then dried at 50ºC in
a vacuum oven.

2.3. Preparation of carboxylic CNTs

To add carboxylic groups onto CNT sidewalls, about 0.5
g of MWCNT powder was refluxed with a concentrated
mixture of 80ml H2SO4 (98%)/HNO3 (68%) at a 3:1 (v/v)
ratio in a 250 ml round-bottom flask for 8 h. The reactant
was placed into the 200 ml and then filtered through a 0.2
µm anodic alumina membrane (Whatmann). Several
rounds of washing in deionized water were performed
until the pH reached ~7, and then the sample was dried in
an oven at 100ºC to yield carboxylic CNT powder
(c-CNTs).

2.4. Preparation of mesogenic CNTs

Carboxylic CNTs were further modified to make them
more compatible with the reactive mesogeon monomer
mixture. A mixture of the abovementioned carboxylic
CNTs (0.2 g) and thionyl chloride (80 ml) was refluxed
for 24 h and then excess thionyl chloride was evaporated
at reduced pressure. Next, the above-mentioned CNTs
were carefully dried in vacuo, flushed with argon, and
then treated with a mixture of dry pyridine (1 ml) and
DMAP (3 mg) in dry dichloromethane (25 ml). After
refluxing for 24 h, the mixture was filtered through
PTFE filters and washed with water and chloroform.
Finally, the product was dried in a vacuum oven at 60ºC
to yield mesogenic CNTs (m-CNTs). Scanning electron
microscopy images of the m-CNTs are shown in Fig. S1.

2.5. Preparation of thin mesogenic CNT/RMS
composite films

To investigate and compare the influence of the func-
tional mesogenon units on the dispersion of CNTs, either
carboxylic or mesogenic CNTs (~0.2 wt %) were dis-
persed in the positive dielectric anisotropic nematic LC
(Δε = +14) viz. ZLI-4535 (Merck-Japan) and sonicated

for 30 min. The effect of the above-mentioned functional
modification was scrutinized in the present investigation.
To observe the dispersion morphology of each type of
nanotube in nematic LC, an interdigitated electrodemade
of aluminium metal was patterned on bottom glass sub-
strate. The interdigital electrodes were 10 μm wide with
intra-electrode interval maintained at either 20 or 40 μm
and bare glass was used as the top substrate. The align-
ment layer viz. SE-6514 (Nissan Chemicals) was spin-
coated on both substrates, and then baked at 200ºC for
1 h to evaporate solvent and adhere to the substrates.
Additionally, to achieve homogeneous alignment of
nematic LC molecules, rubbing was performed at a 90º
rubbing angle with respect to the electrode direction.
Finally, sandwiched cells with thickness of about 80 μm
were constructed. The test cells were filled with the NLC-
CNT mixture using a capillary action technique at room
temperature. Analysis of the dispersion of the carboxylic
and mesogenic CNTs shown in the subsequent sections
demonstrates the m-CNTs with attached additional
mesogenic groups possessed distinct dispersion proper-
ties compared to the carboxylic CNTs.

Due to ease dispersion of mesogenic CNTs in LCs,
a well-dispersed mixture of mesogenic CNTs (0.2 wt%)
in RMS was prepared following the aforementioned pro-
cedure. To observe in-plane field-dependent behaviour
of m-CNTs in reactive mesogen, the device was prepared
following the above-mentioned procedure with just one
bottom substrate without rubbing process. Figure 1
displays a schematic fabrication technology for the
electrically oriented CNT polarization device. The
homogenous m-CNT/RMS composite mixture was spin-
coated onto the patterned electrode substrate pre-coated
with alignment layer at 800 rpm for 2.3 s and 3000 rpm
for 30 s and then oven dried at 70ºC for 2 min to remove
residual solvent, resulting in the formation of a planar
aligned anisotropic polymer film. Before applying the
field, the m-CNTs mixture with RMS molecules were
randomly aligned (a). As an in-plane electric field was
applied, the soft composite of the m-CNTs and meso-
genic molecules became completely orientated along the
field direction (b). UV irradiation (25 mw/cm2) was used
to fabricate photo-polymerized films at field-on state (c).
After UV irradiation, the electric field was removed and
a stable aligned film in a field-off state was realized (d).

2.6. Characterization

The morphology of the functionalized m-CNTs was
examined by field emission-scanning electron micro-
scopy (SU8020, Hitachi UHR FE-SEM). The samples
were prepared for microscopic observation by mixing
either type of CNTs in chloroform and then sonicating
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for 10 min. Then, the resulting supernatant was drop-
dried on a clean glass. Nuclear magnetic resonance
(1H NMR) spectra were carried out by Bruker Avance
III 400. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
spectra were obtained using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum-
GX, while X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was
carried out using an XPS spectrometer (Thermo escalab
250XI, USA) with Al-Kα radiation (hv = 1486.6 eV). The
charge compensation was corrected with carbon 1 s to
284.6 eV. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were per-
formed on a TGA2050 (TA Instruments) at a heating rate
of 15°C/min to a maximum of 700°C. Nitrogen was used
as the purge gas at a flow rate of 60 mL/min. Raman
spectroscopy was performed using Renishaw inVia with
laser excitation at 532 nm through a 50× objective lens.
For orientation study, the intensity of the field-treated
hybrid film was measured by Renishaw inVia as
a function of polarization of incident light with laser
excitation at 532 nm [24]. The optical textures of the
prepared samples were observed by optical microscopy
(Nikon DXM1200) while applying a sinusoidal field at
a fixed frequency.

3. Result and discussion

We have pursued covalent functionalisation of CNTs by
attaching a functional mesogenic moiety as dispersion
promotor onto nanotube sidewalls [23] to generate uni-
formly dispersed and oriented CNTs in traditional com-
mercial LCs. The synthesis of m-CNTs containing
mesogenic units (PCNOH) is illustrated in Figure 2. This
mesogenic unit (PCNOH) is tailored by combining
a cyanobiphenyl unit (BCNOH) via a flexible 6-chloro-
hexanol spacer through Williamson reactions. The
chemical structure of PCNOH is confirmed by 1H NMR
(Figure 3) and FT-IR spectroscopy (Figure 4). The
1HNMR spectrum of PCNOH in Figure 3 shows aromatic
proton peaks at 7.69–7.65, 7.65–7.61, 7.55–7.49, and
7.00–6.96 ppm and aliphatic proton peaks at 4.06–3.96,
3.70–3.62, and 1.85–1.38 ppm. Chemical shifts located at
7.69–7.65 and 7.65–7.61 ppm are attributed to proton
signals at the ortho and meta positions of the benzene
ring corresponding to a CN moiety. Chemical shifts
located at 7.55–7.49 ppm and 7.00–6.96 ppm are assigned
with the proton signals of the meta and ortho positions of

Figure 1. (Colour online) Schematic processing steps for fabricating CNT based optical polarizer with electric-field assistance (a:
coating soft composite on the substrate with interdigitated electrodes, b: unidirectional assembly of m-CNTs and RM by applying an
electric field, c: fixation of orientational ordering of m-CNT by polymerization of RM with ultraviolet irradiation, and d: Realized
functional hybrid film in the absence of an electric field).

5
5

Inorganic Base

Ultrasonication
+ CNHO

HO CH2

O CN
HO

Cl

LC-O-(CH2)6
-OH: PCNOH

Figure 2. Schematic route of mesogenic unit.
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the biphenyl ring corresponding to the adjacent -OCH2

moiety. Proton signals fromOCH2-moieties connected to
biphenyl and -OH groups are observed as doublets at
4.06–3.96 ppm and 3.70–3.62 ppm. The proton signals
from four -CH2 groups were observed at 1.38–1.85 ppm.

Chemical structure analysis of the mesogenic moiety
yields strong evidence for target design completely con-
sistent with similar investigations reported earlier [23]. In
the FT-IR spectra of PCNOH and BCNOH shown in
Figure 4, both generate similar absorption bands around
1604 cm−1 and 2223 cm−1, which are assigned to charac-
teristic peaks of asymmetric stretching of C = C of biphe-
nyl groups and C-N of cyano groups. However, new peaks
appeared at 2919 and 2866 cm−1 can be ascribed to
C-H stretching of methyl groups (CH2) [26]. Therefore,
it is reasonable to conclude the long methyl chain is
successfully reacted to the cyanobiphenyl unit, further
supporting the designed structure of the target product.

FT-IR spectroscopy is carried out for the c-CNTs
and m-CNTs to identify their functionality as shown in
Figure 5(a). As described earlier, the c-CNTs are pre-
pared through acid-sonochemical oxidation of pristine
MWCNTs [27] and the m-CNTs are further functiona-
lized with the above-mentioned mesogenic units.
Absorption bands for the CNT backbone around

7.75 7.50 7.25 7.004 3 2 1
Chemical shift / ppm

CDCl3

CN O CH2CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 OH

Figure 3. (Colour online) 1H NMR spectra of PCNOH.
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Figure 5. (Colour online) FT-IR (a) and Raman spectra (b) of carboxylic and mesogenic CNTs.
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Figure 4. (Colour online) FT-IR spectra of PCNOH and BCNOH.
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1620 cm−1 (C = C stretching) for c-CNTs and m-CNTs
are found on both types of tubes and originated from the
inherent structure of the CNTs. However, the shift of
carbonyl absorption peak (C = O stretching) from
around 1724 cm−1 for c-CNTs to around 1735 cm−1

for m-CNTs indicates the changes in their adjacent
groups, and the characteristic peaks appeared around
1451 cm−1 and around 2825–2990 cm−1 obviously
increases due to stretching vibrations of biphenyl rings
and asymmetric and symmetric CH2 stretching of ali-
phatic chains. The variation of characteristic absorption
is mainly attributed to the introduction of the structure-
tailored mesogenic unit (PCNOH) in m-CNTs com-
pared to those of c-CNTs. The results clearly indicate
functional mesogenic groups are successfully introduced
onto the surface of the CNTs through esterification of
carboxyl groups on CNTs and hydroxyl groups on PCN,
in agreement with earlier investigations [27–29].

Raman spectroscopy is also utilized to investigate
the carbon structure of each type of prepared CNTs.
Figure 5(b) shows the Raman spectra of c-CNTs
and m-CNTs. The dominant Raman features around
1350 cm−1 for c-CNTs and 1342 cm−1 for m-CNTs are
amorphous or disordered non-graphitic carbon struc-
tures (D-band), while those at 1597 cm−1 for c-CNTs
and 1574 cm−1 for m-CNTs are from in-plane tangen-
tial stretching of the carbon-carbon bonds (G-band) in
graphene sheets. The peak shifting of the G band from
c-CNT to m-CNTs clearly indicates strong charge
transfer from the carbon sidewalls to related functional
groups, indicating different functional groups are
attached to the CNT sidewalls due to the covalent
grafting of mesogenic units with c-CNTs via esterifica-
tion [18,30]. Additionally, the ID/IG ratios of the
c-CNTs and m-CNTs are 0.82 and 0.94, respectively.
This also indicates chemical covalent modification with

different functionalisation onto the nanotube sidewalls
for each kind.

TGA is employed to obtain thermogravimetric data
from a thermogram to further characterize different func-
tional groups attached to the sidewalls of each type of
CNT. Figure 6 depicts the TGA results for c-CNTs
and m-CNTs, where the inserted graph represents the
thermogravimetric information from the mesogenic unit
of PCNOH. Compared to c-CNTs, the m-CNTs display
three-stage weight loss. Both CNT types have similar
initial weight loss around ~100ºC associated with physical
desorption of water molecules on the CNTs surface.
For m-CNTs, the second weight loss occurs around
250–300ºC due to the loss of functional groups, such as
mesogenic moieties, from the surface of the m-CNTs.
This decomposition temperature range is lower than
that of m-CNTs (around 400–450ºC). Covalent attach-
ment of mesogenic moieties onto c-CNTs is believed to
decrease the decomposition temperature range from
400–450ºC to 250–300ºC. The third weight loss starts
around 500ºC and continued up to 600ºC. Finally, it is
found about 15% mesogenic units are covalently linked
onto m-CNTs from the char yield from the TGA results,
because a complete weight loss is observed for mesogenic
units at ∼350°C, presumably due to thermal evaporation
[31,32]. The TGA results provide a strong evidence for
attachment of distinct functional groups onto sidewalls of
c-CNTs and m-CNTs.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is performed
to gain further insight into the chemical composition and
bond configuration changes of m-CNTs associated with
the reaction shown in Scheme 1. Figure 7 presents the
survey spectra of the c-CNTs (a, c) and m-CNTs (b, d).
As expected, only C1s and O1s peaks are seen for
c-CNTs (a) in the XPS spectrum. However, the appear-
ance of the N1s (408.9 eV) peaks, accompanied by the
increased ratio of O1s peak with respect to the C1s peak,
in the m-CNT XPS results (b) indicates covalent bonding
of tailored mesogenic groups of PCNOH onto CNT
sidewalls is successful. Analyses of bond configuration
changes in detail are executed in the high-resolution C1s
core-level spectra of the c-CNTs (c) and m-CNTs (d)
using a peak fit program and peak deconvolution. In the
C1s spectrum, the four fitted peaks are found at 284.7,
285.7, 286.7 and 291.2 eV for c-CNTs. However, the five
fitted peaks pertain to m-CNTs appear at 284.7, 285.1,
286.1, 289.2 and 291.6 eV. For both types of CNTs, the
peaks around 284.7 eV are attributed to the sp2 graphitic
structure [33], while the peaks around 285.7 eV and
286.7 eV for c-CNTs and 285.1 eV, 286.1 eV and 289.2
eV for m-CNTs with shifting can be assigned to the
carbon atoms attached to different oxygen-containing
moieties of C-C and C-O/C = O bands [34,35].
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Figure 6. (Colour online) TGA thermograms of carboxylic and
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Compared with c-CNTs, the shifting of a component
from 291.2 eV for c-CNTs to 291.6 eV for m-CNTs is
observed due to the variation of π–π* shake-up satellite
[36], and the obvious increase in the peak intensity at
286.1 eV for the m-CNTs could be ascribed to the
appearance of a new C ≡ N bond [37]. Additionally,
the red-shifting of the peak position to a lower energy
for the C = O bond of the m-CNTs indicates a chemical
reaction between c-CNTs and functional mesogenic unit
[24]. Finally, the obvious shift of the π–π* transition loss
peak clearly reveals a strong interaction between CNTs
and functional molecules in m-CNTs or the functional

molecules in m-CNTs [34]. XPS analysis of each type of
CNT clearly evidences the functionality of mesogenic
units onto CNT sidewalls and the effective interactions
of functional molecules between m-CNTs.

Figure 8 shows optical microscopic textures of the
constructed cells for each type of CNT through 20×
objective lens. Distinct dispersion characteristics of
c-CNTs and m-CNTs are observed clearly. The absence
of m-CNTs aggregates in microscopic image indicates the
aggregate size is smaller than the visible wavelength range
beyond the optical microscopic limits of resolution. It is
well known that normal CNTs are strongly anchored to
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Figure 7. (Colour online) XPS survey spectra of carboxylic CNTs (a) and mesogenic CNTs (b) and high-resolution XPS spectra of C1s
of carboxylic (c) and mesogenic CNTs (d).

Figure 8. (Colour online) Optical microscopy images of carboxylic CNTs (a) and mesogenic CNTs (b) in mesogenic medium.
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each other due to their graphitic-like surface induced π-π
interactions [9,16], and then normal CNTs in liquid crystal
(LC) medium will assemble a random network of contact-
ing aggregates, which consists of stochastically arranged
nanotubes and a ‘shell’ (‘coat’) of incorporated and adjacent
nematic molecules [38]. For the modified m-CNTs, the
rod-like mesogenic unit linked with the polar and flexible
spacer has been introduced, in which the polar and flexible
spacer introduced is similar to introduce a nanoscale
incompatibility that separates the CNTs from the meso-
genicmoieties. Compared to normal CNTs, by incorporat-
ing the rod-like mesogenic unit modified by the polar and
flexible spacer, the dispersion of the m-CNTs in LC has
been improved because the m-CNTs have good compat-
ibility with LCmedium due to the rod-likemesogenic unit,
more importantly, the m-CNTs have been further sepa-
rated with each other due to their stronger steric effect of
the polar and flexible spacer. Them-CNTs/LC system have
become looser and their fractal characteristic are more
obvious [24].Here, covalent introduction of rod-likemeso-
genic units modified by the polar and flexible spacer
ontom-CNTs efficiently improves the interface interaction
between each CNTs ofm-CNTs and liquid crystal medium
or functional mesogenic unit in m-CNTs, and then greatly
stabilizes the interface interaction between CNT and LC,
confirmed by the abovementioned Raman and XPS
analysis.

Obviously, further functionalisation of c-CNTs with
structure-tailored mesogenic units (PCNOH) increases
the compatibility of m-CNTs with mesogenic host and
then decreases their aggregate size due to their similar
molecule structures. Using the correct combination of
these components, we have generated uniformly dis-
persed and stable m-CNTs in a standard commercial
nematic LC mixture, even though LC alone is a poor
CNT solvent. As described above, further improvement
in m-CNT dispersion is achieved using an extra reaction

between c-CNTs and PCNOH groups. Therefore, to
direct the field-induced orientation, m-CNTs are utilized
to develop nanocomposites in combination with
a reactive mesogen composed of UV-crosslinkable acry-
late material (RMS) [25]. RMS is a commercial LCmono-
mer with reactive functionalities which can align its long
axis spontaneously parallel to the applied field direction.
Dispersion processing of up to 0.2 wt% m-CNTs into
reactive mesogen is easily carried out assisted by ultra-
sound for 60 min without the use of other solvents. After
centrifugation ofmixture at 2000 rpm, there is no appear-
ance of any sediment even after 24 h. Its orienting pro-
cedure is also very convenient since it does not require
any surface treatment prior to mixture alignment on
a substrate surface. For field-assisted hybrid films, the
substrates with interdigitated electrodes on one side are
cleaned with pure water and acetone and dried through
purging of nitrogen gas for several times.

Figure 9 exhibits the optical microscopic images
showing a representative large-scale m-CNT align-
ment as a function of applied electric field strength
at 60 Hz frequency. Before the field applied,
the m-CNTs are uniformly dispersed though they
are entangled into a few micrometre-sized aggregates
under optical observation, demonstrating good com-
patibility of m-CNTs with mesogenon molecules.
After applying the field of 4 Vrms/µm, m-CNTs stretch
along the field direction, changing their macroscopic
shape from sphere to rod. The macroscopic orienta-
tion of the m-CNTs could be easily realized via the
observed elongated traces of the formed CNT bundles
in the microscopic image.

The field-induced stretching and alignment behaviour
of CNTs has been studied in previous studies [17–20] and
can be explained by considering applied electric field-
induced dipolar reordering of CNTs from a random to
a field-directed linear form. After applying an electric

Figure 9. (Colour online) In-plane field-induced orientation of mesogenic CNTs at initial (a) and field-on states (b).
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field, CNTs in host medium experience the net force Felec
!

given by

Felec
! ¼ �q E

!þ p
! �� E

!
(1)

where ‘ p
!
’ means the induced dipole moment and ‘q’

means the charge induced on the CNT aggregate

under an electric field ‘ E
!
’. The first term ‘q E

!
’ repre-

sents Coulombic interactions between charges induced
in the aggregates and external field. The additional

force term P
! ��

� �
E
!

describes the interactions

between induced dipole moments of the aggregate
and a spatially inhomogeneous field [17–20]. The

F
!

elec
can be considered as the net force of difference

value of coulombic force and dipole moments induced
interactions applied onto CNTs. With an electric field
(E = 0), the CNTs are randomly aligned or entangled
in bundle form because of strong van der Waals
interactions. The oscillatory electric field applied
induces quick reversing of the same and opposite
charges over CNTs. When the field increases, the
individual tubes in CNT bundles are aligned in the
field direction to minimize dipolar energy. Therefore,
beyond a certain field (E > Eth), Columbic interaction

‘q E
!
’ surpasses van der Waals forces and CNT aggre-

gates begin elongating along the field direction. When
the field further increases (E ≫ Eth), individual CNTs
are stretch out from the bundle and chained through
inter-CNT (dipole-dipole) interactions in the field

direction as the Columbic force ‘q E
!
’ further surpasses

van der Waals forces in CNTs. Alignment behaviours
are related to competition between Columbic interac-
tions induced by translation motions of charged CNTs
and the van der Walls interactions of CNTs in CNT
aggregates. According to the study on field-induced

orientation mechanisms of CNT clusters mentioned
above, the key to field-induced orientation of CNTs
lies in regulating strong and weak relationships
between van der Waals forces and the applied electric
field strength in CNTs.

The grafting of polar mesogenic segments onto the
surface of m-CNTs sidewalls, as evidenced by FT-IR
and XPS analyses, is mainly responsible for the uniform
dispersion and field-induced orientation of m-CNTs in
RMS host. On one hand, mesogenic segments are more
polar and also possess larger steric hindrance than car-
boxylic groups [11], leading to charged m-CNTs with
mesogenic groups over nanotube sidewalls to generate
larger electrostatic and steric repulsion between the tubes
[11,14,19] that oppose van der Walls interactions
between m-CNTs. On the other hand, structural similar-
ity between grafted mesogenic units and reactive meso-
geons could effectively reduce van der Waals forces
between m-CNTs [11]. In addition, the electric field
induced orientation effect of grafted mesogenic group
also greatly improves the response ability of m-CNT for
electric field in RMS media. Consequently, these analyses
confirm the considerably weak π-π interactions between
individual tubes in self-assembled m-CNTs result in rela-
tively facile dispersion and orientation of m-CNTs in
RMS through optical microscopy as reported in an earlier
section. Therefore, due to weakened van der Waals inter-
actions between tubes, the self-assembledm-CNTs can be
easily oriented by increasing the applying field to mini-
mize the dipolar energy and stretched to form chains
through inter-CNT (dipole-dipole) interaction when the
Columbic force further surpasses van der Waals forces
between CNTs. In conclusion, the ‘functional LC struc-
ture’ grafted onto m-CNTs can effectively regulate inter-
actions between CNTs and LC media, improving
the orientation content and efficiency of CNTs on
a macroscopic scale. There is a synergistic effect between

Figure 10. (Colour online) Orientation stability of aligned mesogenic CNT/RMS film without (a) and with (b) UV irradiation.
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better dispersion of mesogenon-modified nanotubes and
the directing effect of polymerizable mesogenic chains.

To verify the effect of UV irradiation on the orienta-
tion stability of aligned m-CNTs, the configuration of
field-treated m-CNTs in RMS host with and without
UV irradiation is investigated as shown in Figure 10.
Interestingly, deformation in orientational ordering
of m-CNTs along the horizontal direction is observed
in several areas after removal of the applied field,
indicating restoration of randomly entangled m-CNTs
without the field in the RMS host (Figure 10(a)). Note
that the stretching behaviour of this CNT sample has
already been reported in previous papers [17–20],
where instantaneous contraction occurs after field off.
However, after UV treatment, the aligned CNTs main-
tain their orientation along the electric field on
a macroscale, as shown in Figure 10(b), and follow
a UV-induced polymerizable LC director field prede-
termined to be along the field direction. This indicates
UV irradiation induced polymerizable chains in RMS
host to surround the aligned m-CNTs and stabilized
their alignment through elastic interactions with aniso-
tropic LC media [39]. This also proves reduced van der
Waals interactions between m-CNTs are mainly
responsible for this behaviour.

Polarized Raman spectroscopy works well as an effec-
tive probe for checking orientation in carbon nanotubes
and other highly ordered systems. The polarized Raman
spectra of m-CNT/RMS composite films is obtained with
two different polarizations (see Figure 11), where the
polarization of the incident laser light is parallel (V//)
and perpendicular (V⊥) to the direction of the CNT
alignment. Generally, the intensity of the G band origin-
ing from the in-plane vibration of C = C bonds, to some

extent, reflects the orientation ofm-CNT/RMS composite
well [24,40]. It is found that one Raman peak appears in
the range of 1585–1638 cm−1 and the V// intensity is
much greater than V⊥ when the light is polarized paral-
lel to the field direction, indicating the field-induced
oriented m-CNTs/RMS still keeps their alignment in the
hybrid film along the polymerizable mesogenic director
chains. This result confirms the anisotropic orientation of
the hybrid film with polarized Raman spectra.

Anisotropic light absorption properties of the hybrid
film with aligned m-CNTs are evaluated in the field off-
state. Figure 12 shows the polarized optical microscopy
images of 4 Vrms/µm field-treated m-CNTs after UV
irradiation, where the polarization direction of the inci-
dent light kept parallel and perpendicular to the electric
field direction. The samples prepared using m-CNT bun-
dles are found to align along the field direction.When the
transmission axis of the polarizer is kept parallel to the
orientation axis of them-CNTs, the orientedm-CNTs are
obviously visible as dark lines (see Fig. 12(a)). However,
the dark lines become barely visible with several traces
remaining after rotating the polarizing axis of an incident
light perpendicular to the orientation axis of the m-CNTs
(see Figure 12(b)). As previously described, the degree of
alignment of CNTs in individual bundles depends on the
interaction of applied field and van der walls interactions
of nanotubes, which might be responsible for the visible
traces of aligned CNT bundles at several places. This
result clearly indicates that the aligned CNT bundles
could absorb visible light with the electric vector (E//)
propagating along their long axis, comparatively, and
the one (E⊥) propagating along the short axis of the
aligned CNT will pass through. The observed anisotropic
light absorption of the aligned CNT bundles in prepared
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Figure 11. (Colour online) Polarized Raman spectra of aligned m-CNT/RMS hybrid films after UV irradiation. Here, the electric vector
of the polarized light incident is parallel (V//) and perpendicular (V⊥) to the aligned m-CNTs.
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composite films is attributed to the optical anisotropy in
extinction coefficient (α) in CNTs along and parallel to
the long axis of CNTs associated optical transitions
between van Hove singularities in the valence and con-
duction bands of CNTs [41]. Similar discussions agree
with these reported analyses [18,24,41]. This further con-
firms the orientation ordering of the aligned CNT bun-
dles remains stable in the field-off state after UV
irradiation as discussed in the above section. Based on
the anisotropic light absorption of the hybrid film,
a simple light modulator utilizing m-CNT/RMS device
is provided here such that an incident unpolarized light

can be polarized by the proposed film. In addition, light
modulation can be performed such that an incident
polarized light can be blocked or passed depending on
the polarized direction of an incident light as shown in
Figure 13. Novel electrically oriented polymeric film for
light modulator has been developed through electric-field
induced orientation (up right) of random CNT/RMS soft
composite (up left) accompanied by direct ultraviolet
polymerization of reactive mesogeon for large scale (bot-
tom left). Meanwhile, the orientation state of CNTs in the
composites tends to be stable through curing of RMS by
ultraviolet polymerization. When the electric field vector

Figure 12. (Colour online) Polarized optical microphotographs of in-plane field aligned mesogenic CNTs after UV irradiation. Here,
polarized visible light incident on the hybrid film with the electric vector perpendicular (a) and parallel (b) to the electrodes. The
blue arrows indicate the transmission axis of the polarizer below the bottom substrate.

Figure 13. (Colour online) Conceived light modulator using the m-CNT/RMS device. The yellow arrows indicate the transmission axis
of input polarized light parallel (left) and perpendicular (right) to the aligned hybrid film below the bottom substrate.
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of an incident polarized light is either parallel (bottom
left) or perpendicular (bottom right) to the uniaxially
oriented liquid crystal polymer embedded with CNT,
the polarized light can be either absorbed or transmitted
passing through the oriented CNTs, making the device
black or white. Compared with existing optoelectronic
polarization devices in a polymeric film, the developed
device without cross polarizers has provided new simple
preparation method and theoretical basis for fabrication
of well aligned and highly stabilized of CNTs based polar-
ization-dependent devices for a large area.

4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated in-plane field-driven uniform
orientation of m-CNTs in reactive mesogens that are
subsequently UV-polymerized to form rigid polymeric
chains, which lead to the retention of the orientation
of both the mesogen molecules and nanotubes.
The m-CNTs are covalently functionalized with meso-
genic units via a flexible spacer on the CNT walls added
through esterification between mesogenic units and car-
boxyl CNTs shortened to 100–500 nm in length by acid
oxidation cutting. XPS and TGA analysis reveal
the m-CNTs consist of a larger number of mesogenic
units with flexible spacers and confirm there is better
compatibility between the m-CNTs and host molecules
and weaker van der Waals interactions between
the m-CNTs. This gives rise to better dispersion com-
pared to the c-CNTs, where the favourable affinity
between the mesogenic moiety and host RMS molecules
is responsible for the good dispersion of the m-CNTs in
RMS. In addition, the orientation of the m-CNTs is
controlled through an electric field and the polymeriz-
able mesogenic director field. The aligned m-CNTs dri-
ven by electric field maintain their orientation along
rigid polymeric chains in the field off-state with the
assistance of anisotropic elastic interactions with the
polymerizable mesogenic director field. The alignment
is confirmed by polarized optic microscopy and Raman
spectroscopy. More importantly, the aligned m-CNTs
could absorb and transmit incident polarized visible
light when axis of polarization of incident beam is pro-
pagated parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of the
aligned m-CNTs, respectively. Meanwhile, the ultraviolet
polymerization of reactive mesogeon can be utilized to
improve stabilization of the orientation of m-CNTs in
the field-off state. The alignment approach of m-CNTs
suggests a novel method of dynamically fixing the orien-
tation of CNTs in polymeric film. The development of
present m-CNTs contributes to fabrication of high con-
centration well-dispersed CNT-LC soft materials and
has also provided a new method knowledge for

fabrication of highly oriented CNT structures in larger
scale and high stability of CNT polarization devices.
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